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ABSTRACT
After confirmation of any line and area of Research
work, the Basic Question starts with Collection of Sample size
determination, but before that in a health science research
"why statistical methods are so important?" Simple answer is
that, statistical methods are used throughout a study that
includes planning, designing, collecting data, analyzing and
drawing meaningful interpretation and report the findings.
Hence, it is important that a researcher knows the concepts of
at least basic statistical methods used at various stages of a
research study. This helps the researcher in the conduct of an
appropriately well-designed study leading to valid and reliable
results that can be generalized to the population. A welldesigned study possesses fewer biases, which intern gives
precise, valid and reliable results. There are many statistical
methods and tests that are used at various stages of a research.
In this communication, we discuss the overall importance of
statistical considerations in medical research with the main
emphasis on estimating minimum sample size for different
study objectives
Keywords: Biostatistics, Medical Research, Confidence
Interval, Probability, Sample size
INTRODUCTION
Statistics is a branch of science concerned with (i) The
collection, organization, summarization and analysis of data
and (ii) the drawing of inferences about whole body of data
when only a part of the data is observed.1 Statistics has a role
in a study starting from planning, designing, collecting data,
analyzing until drawing meaningful interpretation from it.
Many health science researchers may wonder around the
question "why statistical methods are so important in
research?" The answer is "bad statistics lead to bad research
and bad research is unethical." 2 Statistical methods
revolutionized science in 20 th century 3 with a vast majority
of advanced methodological developments taking place during
this period. Further, the invention of high end computers
toward the end of the last century enabled the researchers to
apply advanced statistical methods in their research with ease
and comfort in computations.
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The ease in computations has, at least to some extent;
changed the course of analytical considerations. For example,
sophisticated multivariate methods are no more considered
as difficult to apply from computations point of view. Today,
statistics is an indispensable tool in each and every field of
health science research, whether it is Medicine, Ayurved,
Pharmacy, Dental or other allied health sciences. Statistics helps
even clinicians in extracting vital information from the empirical
data that ultimately lead to improved patient care. Statistical
concepts are required to be considered throughout a study,
from planning to the final reporting stage. This article provides
a brief overview of statistical methods used at various stages
of a research study with the main emphasis on estimation of
minimum sample size for various types of objectives.
STATISTICS IN RESEARCH STUDIES
The first step in any research study is to clearly state
aims of the study followed by its objectives, which are focused
at achieving the aim. Many use the terms aim and objective
interchangeably, whereas the two terms have their own
meaning with clear-cut distinction. Aim of the study is a general
statement about main and broad study question, meaning that
it is not measurable. On the other hand, objectives of a research
study should be (Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Relevant
and Time-bound) and limited in number. Before stating the
objectives, the researcher should know about the types of
variables and/or attributes being assessed in the study,
especially the exposure and outcome measurements and
distinction between the two in the analytical studies. This is
required in order to ensure the characteristics of the objectives
stated above. The second step is to choose the appropriate
study design for meeting the stated objectives, which depends
on many factors related to study, such as, study question/aim,
availability of the fund and other logistic resources, type of
study subjects/variables, etc., After selecting the study design,
the third step is to define the target population and also the
method of selecting study participants from this population.
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Statistical techniques called sampling types/methods
are used for selecting subjects from a study population to form
the sample. There are broadly two types of sampling methods
namely probability (random) sampling and non-probability
(non-random) sampling methods. Statistical methods
pertaining to inference have been developed based on
assumptions that study participants are randomly selected, i.e.,
the sampling method used should be a probability sampling.
Even within probability sampling, there are a number of ways
of selecting a sample randomly. The choice of probability
sampling method to be used in a study depends on the
objective of the study, heterogeneity of characteristics of
individuals in the study population and also the feasibility of
getting study participants in terms of cost, time and manpower.
Once the study design and sampling technique has been
finalized the fourth step in a study is to estimate the sample
size. This aspect is being dealt in detail in the present
communication.
The fifth step in a research study is to decide on data
collection tools used for collecting relevant information from
the selected participants. Some studies require the researcher
to develop new tools for data collection. Statistical methods
are used for the development and validation of research tools.
Reliability coefficients such as Cronbach's alpha, intra-class
correlation coefficient, split-half coefficient etc., are used for
measuring the reliability of a questionnaire. Another aspect
of tool preparation is validity, which requires looking for
content, criterion and face validity. Once data collection is over
it has to undergo quality checking, coding and computer entry.
The sixth step in a research study is to perform
appropriate statistical analysis. The first step in data analysis
is to compute descriptive statistics for all important variables
in the study. The descriptive statistics summarize various
aspects about the data, giving details about the selected
sample.4 To summarize the data, we use several statistical
summary measures such as mean, median, standard deviation,
inter quartile range, percentages etc., depending upon the type
of variable, measurement scale used and the variability in each
of the variables. Descriptive statistics is followed by inferential
statistics dealing with generalization of the sample results to
the population. Confidence intervals (CIs) are presented to take
account of sampling error involved in the estimates and tests
of significance are applied to find whether the results observed
from a sample is due to chance or not. There are many
statistical tests, but the choice depends on many factors such
as the objective of the study, type of variables and
measurement scales used, sample size, number of groups to
be compared, number of variables, distribution of the outcome
variable etc.5
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Statistical hypothesis tests are broadly classified into
two categories; based on whether they mandate the
assumption of the distribution of variable under study as
normal or not. Parametric tests have been built under the
assumption that the variable under consideration follows the
normal distribution. Non-parametric tests on the other hand,
do not require any distributional assumption about the variable
under consideration in the study population. Hence, nonparametric tests are called distribution free tests. However,
one should know that the non-parametric tests bring the ease
in their application on the cost of sacrificing the power of the
study, a main concern in clinical studies.
The final step in a research study is to communicate
the results and interpretations using the appropriate figures
and tables. A table of appropriate summary measures for
variables in the study with the number of subjects in each
category is a necessary one to brief the sampled data.
Reporting a CI for every population parameter became a
mandatory pre-requisite in modern research. Several authors
have discussed about the principles and reporting of CIs.6-14 It
is recommended to report both CI and exact P value instead of
reporting only P < 0.05 or as P < 0.01 etc., The next section
discuss about the determination of minimum sample size
required for studies with a common type of objectives.
ESTIMATION OF MINIMUM SAMPLE SIZE REQUIRED FOR A
STUDY
The problem of sample size estimation can be broadly
of two types namely (a) Sample size for an estimation study
and (b) sample size for a hypothesis testing study, i.e.,
comparison study. In an estimation study, the researcher is
interested in estimating the quantum of one or more
characteristics of the population called parameter(s), for
example, mean hemoglobin level or prevalence of arthritis,
etc., In hypothesis testing studies, the investigators are
interested in comparing a characteristic of the population for
one or more time points or a characteristic of two or more
populations, for example, comparison of prevalence of arthritis
before and after administration of some intervention or
between two populations. The objective of calculating sample
size in an estimation study is to estimate the value of the
parameter under study for a prefixed precision and level of
confidence.
If a researcher wants the estimate to be more precise
in his study then he should select a large number of subjects,
i.e., as precision increases (or margin of error decreases) the
minimum sample size required increases. Similarly, the sample
size increases with the increase in level of confidence. For
example, the sample size required for estimating a parameter
with 99% confidence level is more than that required for 95%
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confidence level. In testing of hypothesis studies, the objective
of sample size calculation is to achieve a desired power for
detecting a clinically or scientifically meaningful difference at
a prefixed level of significance.15 Power of a study is the
probability of rejecting a null hypothesis, which is false. Level
of significance is the threshold set on the probability of
rejecting a null hypothesis, which is true. In this section, we
see how one can find the minimum sample size for (a)
Estimating a population mean, (b) estimating a population
proportion, (c) testing the equality of two means and (d) testing
the equality of two proportions.
The sample size formula for estimating a population
mean is given by

where, Z 1-a/2 is the value obtained from the standard
normal distribution table for 100 (1-∝)% confidence level. Its
value for 95% and 99% confidence level is 1.96 and 2.58
respectively.

σ is the population standard deviation, which is
majority of times unknown. The value of ó can be taken from
a similar published study or based on a pilot study. For the
pilot study, there is no need of sample size estimation; one
can do a pilot study according to the number available. d is
the absolute allowable error (or precision) in the estimation.
Thus, the minimum sample size (n) required for estimating a
population mean is directly proportional to the level of
confidence and the standard deviation, whereas it is inversely
proportional to the absolute error that is allowed in the
estimation. For example, a physician wants to estimate the
average age of patients visiting his clinic. If the allowable error
in estimating the average age is within ±2 years, confidence
level of 95% and assumed the standard deviation of age of
patients visiting the clinic is 8 years, the minimum sample size
required for his study as

Sample size for estimating a population proportion (or
prevalence)
The sample size formula for estimating a population
proportion is given by

where, Z 1-a/2 is as defined earlier, P is the anticipated
proportion of the condition in the study population and ? is
the relative precision. An estimate for the anticipated
proportion in the study population can be obtained from
previous ε studies conducted in the same population or from
a pilot study.
Thus, the minimum sample size n required for
estimating the proportion of a rare condition in the study
population is large compared with that of a common condition.
Furthermore, the sample size decreases as the value of relative
precision increases. For example, a survey was planned to
assess the prevalence of current Medicine use among an urban
adult population in India. It was anticipated that in the study
population the current prevalence of Medicine use was 30%.
The minimum sample size required for this study for relative
precision of 10% and confidence level of 95% is given by

Hence, the above study requires a minimum of 897
participants to estimate the prevalence of Medicine use in the
study population with relative precision of 10% and confidence
level of 95%.
Sample size for testing equality of two population means
If the primary objective of a study is to test the null
hypothesis of equality of means of two independent
populations then the formula for estimating the sample size
in each of the study group is given by

where, n is the minimum sample size required in each
group (equal allocation and hence total sample size is 2n), Z 1
is the two-tailed standard normal distribution table value
-a/2
for 100 ∝% level of significance, Z 1-ß is the value of standard
normal distribution table value for 100 ß% Type II error or 100×
∝% power of the study. Usually, the power of a study is
selected as 80% (ß = 0.2) or 90% (ß = 0.1) and the value of
Z 1-ß is respectively 0.842 and 1.282.
S is the pooled standard deviation (or average of two
population standard deviations), which can be obtained from
5
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previous literature or from a pilot study.The most important
component in sample size estimation for hypothesis testing is
fixing the minimum clinically or scientifically meaningful
difference between two population means, which is given by
d in the above equation. The researcher has to fix the value of
d based on clinical or scientific judgment and not based on
results of the pilot study or previous literature. The clinically
significant difference should be a difference that makes some
real difference. Thus, the minimum sample size required for
testing the equality of two population means depends on

A pilot study showed the pooled standard deviation of TSH
levels to be 5 mlU/L. Then, the minimum number of subjects
required in each group is computed as

• The level of significance (inversely proportional)
• Power of the study (directly proportional)
• Pooled standard deviation of the variable under study
(directly proportional)
• The minimum clinically significant difference (inversely
proportional)
The above formula is used for selecting equal number
of subjects in each of the study group. Sometimes the
investigators want higher number of subjects in control/
standard drug group. For example, in a clinical trial the research
team wants more number of subjects to be recruited in the
standard treatment arm than in the new treatment arm. If the
sample size n c in the standard treatment group is to be k times
the size n t of new treatment group, i.e., nc = knt, then nt is
given by

Thus, the total number of subjects required for a clinical
trial in which the allocation to the treatment and controlled
group is in the ratio of 1:2 is 12.5% more than that required
for a 1:1 allocation. Similarly, a study which allocates 1:3
requires a sample size of 33% more than that required for 1:1
allocation.16 The sample size required for comparison of more
than two population means depends on the number of groups
to be compared in addition to all the above mentioned factors.
In this case, the value of Z 1-a/2 has to be adjusted for the
number of comparisons made between the study populations.
Hence, sample size in this situation increases with the increase
in number of group comparisons.
For example, a randomized controlled trial has been
planned to compare the efficacy of an Ayurvedic medication
with a placebo in controlling the thyroid stimulating hormone
(TSH) levels among subjects with hypothyroidism. The
researchers consider a difference of 3 mlU/L in TSH level
between the two groups as clinically important and they want
80% power to detect this difference at 5% level of significance.
6

Sample size for testing equality of two population proportions
The sample size required for testing the null hypothesis
of equal proportion of a particular condition under study in
two independent populations is given

n is the minimum number of subjects required in each
group, P 1 and P 2 are proportions of the disease or condition
expected in two independent populations. In the above
equation, the denominator term P 1 -P 2 is the minimum
clinically significant difference between the two proportions
and as mentioned earlier the researcher has to fix it. Once the
researcher fixes the minimum clinically significant difference
and also he knows either P1 or P2, then he can obtain the
proportion in the other group.
For example it was planned to conduct a randomized
controlled trial to compare the percentage survival 5 years of
diagnosis of breast cancer between two treatment groups. One
half of the study participants with confirmed breast cancer
will be randomly allocated to intervention (a new treatment)
group and the other half to the control group (standard
treatment). The investigators consider a difference of 6%
between the two groups as clinically significant. It is known
that the percentage of survival after 5 years in the standard
treatment group is 70%. Then one would expect a percentage
survival of 76% (or 64%) in the intervention group. Then, the
minimum sample size required in each group at 80% power
and 5% level of significance is obtained as
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(assuming no loss to follow-up).

Approximately, 860 breast cancer patients are required in each
group to detect a clinically significant difference of 6% between
the two treatment groups at 80% power and 5% level of
significance. In the above example if the clinically significant
difference is fixed at 5% (i.e., in the intervention group we
expect 75% survival after 5 years) then the minimum number
of subjects required in each group is 1251.

The above mentioned four sample size formulas assume that
the sample being selected using simple random sampling
technique and the sampling distribution follows normal. There
are many more sample size formulae available in the literature
depending on the situations; for example, if one wants to
estimate a correlation coefficient or test a regression coefficient
then one needs to use a different set of formulas. Thus, the
sample size formula to be used in a study depends on:
• The main objective of the study

objective of the study, the type of outcome variable, study
design used, the statistical analysis planned, number of groups
in the study and sampling technique to be adopted. The
number of subjects to be recruited in a study depends on the
power of the study, the precision of the estimated value, level
of significance or confidence level, clinically significant
difference and also other constraints such as money,
manpower, availability of subjects and time in particular and
feasibility in general. There are many statistical tests and the
choice of appropriate analysis depends on the objective of the
study, types of the outcome variable, number of variables,
sample size, number of groups in the study, whether the groups
are related or not and also on distributional assumptions.
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